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SPONSOR PRESENTATION

The ICE-Italian Trade Promotion Agency is the government organisation which promotes
the internationalisation of the Italian companies, in line with the strategies of the Ministry
for Economic Development. ICE provides information, support and advice to Italian and
foreign companies.
In addition to its Rome headquarters, ICE operates worldwide from a large network of
Trade Promotion Offices linked to Italian embassies and consulates and working closely
with local authorities and businesses.
ICE provides a wide range of services overseas helping Italian and foreign businesses to
connect with each other:
- identification of possible business partners
- bilateral trade meetings with Italian companies
- trade delegation visits to Italy
- official participation in local fairs and exhibitions
- forums and seminars with Italian experts
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Assorestauro is the first association established in Italy for materials, equipment and
technology producers and service providers for the restoration and heritage conservation sector. Among the associations involved in this sector, which includes various institutional bodies that represent designers or restorers, ASSORESTAURO is the first to finally
give voice to the industry and the sector of specialised services, promoting their interests
in promotional, legal and cultural areas. ASSORESTAURO seeks to represent the sector,
both nationally and internationally. In regard to the Italian market, an increased sensitivity
towards our architectural heritage, together with the diffusion of new technologies, point
to a growth in the sector in recent years, both from the cultural point of view (debates,
magazines, conventions, exhibitions) and from that of technology (innovative materials,
machines and equipment, software, plant design etc.). This provides the industry with a
great opportunity for increasing and strengthening the occasions for dialogue, which are
often lacking, with professionals, on the one hand, and with institutions (Government departments, Universities) on the other. As far as foreign markets are concerned, there is a
clear perception of the need to capitalise on the great prestige that Italy enjoys abroad
in matters of cultural heritage and on the remarkable investment in cultural technology
that Italian companies have made in recent years, in order to translate specialist skills and
know how into business opportunities abroad.
ASSORESTAURO therefore has the scope of coordinating, protecting and promoting the
interests of its associated companies, and fostering their progress and development, endorsing their products and services and representing them in their relations with the institutions and organisations working in the field of research and training, regulations and
promotion. It also acknowledges the support and patronage of the main restoration Italian Trade Show and Events, recognising, together with its associated companies, the value
of a trade fair appointment that has become an international point of reference.
The company carries out the following specific activities:
- it promotes studies and research and collects news, items and statistical data useful for
sector information, and carries out studies, monitoring and analysis of the situations and
developments in the markets;
- it participates in the elaboration and publishing of international regulations for the
qualification of associated companies, assisting them and protecting them in the
certification of the quality and security systems of their products and services;
- it directly and indirectly organises training or updating courses, research and conferences
for the development and dissemination of technologies and the use of their products;
- it promotes and holds conventions, synergies and agreements among associations
throughout the world.
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Scientific coordinator:
Dr. Cecilia santinelli
Project coordinator:
Dr. Giulia giacobetti

The Italo-Latin American Institute (IILA) is an Intergovernmental International Organization in Rome, which counts as member countries Italy and twenty Latin American
Republics (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Dominican
Republic, Uruguay, Venezuela), as defined in the International Agreement signed on June
the 1st of 1966 and ratified by Member States on December the 11th of the same year.
According to its institutional aims, IILA organizes activities and develops programs which
illustrate and promote the evolution of Latin America in social, economic, cultural and
technical-scientific field, implements projects of development cooperation for Member
States, mainly financed by the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and represents an important source of information about Latin America through specific structures: Centre for
Study and Documentation and Library.
IILA is a Permanent Observer in the General Assembly of the United Nations and for the
implement of its different activities it works with several International Organizations, institutions and specialized and boards which deal with Latin America: the European Commission, UNESCO, the Inter-American Development Bank, the Organization of American
States, the Latin American Integration Association, the Latin American Economic System,
and the Ibero-American General Secretariat, just to name a few.
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26

OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

16 NOVEMBER
23 NOVEMBER

Dr. Antonella Magagnini
Head of Management of
museum services and events,
held a conference:
“The Capitoline Museums:
the donation of
Pope Sixtus IV to the system
of the civic museums”

Campidoglio & Musei Capitolini
Soprintendenza Capitolina ai Beni Culturali
The Superintendent Capitolina operates, maintains, and enhances the monuments and
the archaeological, historical, artistic sites and owned by Roma Capitale.
The large extent of its cultural heritage features some unique aspects of its territory - the
city of Rome includes, among other things, the largest historical center in the world, largely
surrounded by the Aurelian wall, protected by UNESCO as “Heritage” - has necessitated the
establishment of a specific Superintendent.
The activity of the Superintendent Capitolina, whose institutional goals are not only conservative, but extend into the broader context of using and promoting culture, is also expressed in an extensive program of temporary exhibitions of international and scientific
importance, which have certainly contributed - along with a better overall organization of
museum services, meeting today in the museums network in the City - the growth of visitors.
Today the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage is, within the organization Capitoline, a
“Private Line”, and is divided into three departments (Technical Territorial; Enhancement
of Cultural Heritage, and Museums) and in different organizational units that operate in
each specific sector.
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27

OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

24 NOVEMBER
The visits to the various
laboratories were organized
by Dr Anna Valeria Jervis
and Dr. Mariabianca Paris,
Responsible for the Visits
Service ISCR
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Istituto Superiore per la Conservazione
ed il Restauro ( ISCR )
Ministero dei Beni e delle Attività Culturali e del Turismo
(Mibact)
The Istituto Superiore per la Conservazione ed il Restauro (ISCR) is a technical institute of
the Ministry of Heritage and Culture and Tourism. It specializes in the conservation of works
of art and cultural heritage in general.
It is based in Rome, in the monumental complex of San Michele a Ripa Grande.
It was established in 1939, thanks mainly to the efforts of the art historian Giulio Carlo Argan. It was directed from its beginning up to 1959 by Cesare Brandi, founder of the modern
theory of conservation.
Its institutional tasks are mainly technical and scientific research applied to conservation.
It carries out particularly challenging conservation projects and it also runs five-year MA
courses in conservation. The specificity of its approach consists in a body which gathers the
research, training, systematic and continuous activity of conservation and experimentation. Historians, architects, archaeologists, physicists and experts in environmental monitoring, chemists, biologists and restorers of different types of materials: paintings, textiles,
paper, metals, ceramics, stone, leather, and wood works under one structure. The awareness of the interdisciplinary nature of these arts is the foundation of a fair and accurate
practice of conservation.
Based on the principle of interdisciplinary work, the ISCR Scuola di Alta Formazione represents a path of educational excellence for those who want to practice as a conservator.
In Italy the Institute has worked on the conservation of the masterpieces of our national
heritage ranging from the wall paintings of the Etruscan tombs of Tarquinia, Pompeii, the
Domus Aurea, Giotto in Assisi and in the Scrovegni chapel. The wall paintings by Mantegna
in Mantua, the bronze statue of Marcus Aurelius in Rome, the warriors of Riace, the Dancing
Satyr of Mazara del Vallo, the Tower of Pisa, the large paintings by Caravaggio and those by
Guercino, Lorenzo Lotto, Carpaccio, and the panel painting by Antonio Vivarini.
One of the distinctions of the Institute is the Geographic Information System of the “Risk
Map of Monumental Heritage”, in a set of databases that monitors the vulnerability of
Italy’s monumental and archaeological Italian heritage in relation to major risks of natural
and man-made phenomena.
Throughout the years the Institute has played a leading role at the international level and
participates in the projects financed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, the European Commission and the Committee for the UNESCO World Heritage
List. In particular it is involved in training future experts in conservation and restoration of
archaeological sites, monumental sites, objects of art of their own country. Among others, the Institute has worked in Algeria, Afghanistan, Egypt, Iraq, Kosovo, Syria, Argentina,
China, Japan, Jordan, India, Iran, Israel, Libya, Malta, Mexico, Portugal, Serbia, Sudan, and
Turkey.
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27

OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

The visit was organized
and carried out by
Dr. Giovanna Bandini,
Head of the Sector
Restoration I, Terme di
Diocleziano museum and
project manager of the
restoration of the decorative
surfaces
Arch. Maddalena Scoccianti,
project manager
of architectural
restoration works
RuP. Dr. Anna De Santis

Visit to Basilica Sotterranea
di Porta Maggiore
Soprintendenza Speciale per il Colosseo,
il Museo Nazionale Romano e l’area archeologica di Roma
The underground Basilica di Porta Maggiore since its discovery in 1917, has always fascinated scholars of archeology and beyond. Discovered by chance during consolidation
works of the above ground railway tracks, it has maintained its decorations entirely white
stucco and polychrome decorations and has the classical plan of a nave with side aisles
separated by pillars over the apse at the end, which would be taken up later for Christian
worship. The current hypothesis is that the place could coexist for funeral and religious
functions. Recent renovations have revealed two stages, an Augustan age and the other
under Nero, which may well refer to the two members of the family of Statili Tauri who
always refers to ownership of the monument: T. Statilius Tauro, influential general of the
Augustan period and console in 11 AD and its namesake who was convicted of magic and
committed suicide under Nero in 53 AD.
The floors have black and white mosaics, and the walls and the vaults of the Basilica
alternate polychrome frescoes and stucco figures.
The restoration work is still ongoing and involves not only the stability of the building but
also the cleaning of decorated stucco surfaces.
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28

OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

17 NOVEMBER
The visit was organized
and carried out by
Dr. Giovanna Bandini,
Head of the Sector
Restoration I, Terme di
Diocleziano Museum

Visit to the Laboratories of Restoration
Sector I ( Museo delle Terme di Diocleziano )
Soprintendenza Speciale per il Colosseo,
il Museo Nazionale Romano e l’Area Archeologica di Roma
The laboratories of Restoration of the Soprintendenza Speciale per il Colosseo, il Museo
Nazionale Romano e l’Area Archeologica di Roma provide for the conservation, maintenance and restoration of the archaeological works that are state-owned and protected
by the Soprintendenza. These activities are carried out with regard to specific situations
imposed by the conservation of the artifacts themselves, both at intervals dictated by
cultural initiatives, institutional or study (such as temporary exhibitions in Italy and / or
abroad; fitting of new offices and also for permanent exhibitions, conferences or seminars,
and more).
_ The Restoration Sector I operates primarily on moveable works (ceramics, glass, metals, jewelery and glyptics, stone artifacts and mosaics, artifacts of an organic nature,
etc ...) and decorated surfaces (mosaic and stone). In turn, the sector is divided into
several sections, which are divided by areas of expertise. You have, in fact: a section for
ceramics and glass; a section for metals and ancient weapons; a section for jewelery
and glyptics; a section for stone works; and a section for mosaic works.
In addition there is also the Mobile Emergency Unit acting in conservative emergencies
in archaeological excavations Soprintendenza Speciale per I Beni Archeologici di Roma
(SSBAR).
_ Restoration Sector II manages interventions mainly on the works and surfaces decorated mostly paintings and stucco.
_ Restoration Sector III provides for the conservation, maintenance and restoration of
furniture and works of decorative surfaces at Ostia Antica.
The goal of the visit to the laboratories of Sector I was to show the methods of conservation of various types of archaeological materials in relation to the needs of museum exhibition of the materials themselves.
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28

OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

18 NOVEMBER

The visit was carried out
by Ach. Maddalena Scoccianti,
project manager of architectural
restoration works
RuP dott. Alessandro D’Alessio

Visit to the Domus Transitoria ( Palatino )
Soprintendenza Speciale per il Colosseo,
il Museo Nazionale Romano e l’area archeologica di Roma
Still closed to tourist visits, the Domus Transitoria was Roman Emperor Nero’s palace
on Palatino Hill, destroyed by the Great Fire of Rome in 64 AD and later replaced by the
more sumptuous Domus Aurea. The site was excavated in the XVIII century by the Farnese
family and considerable damage was done during these excavations. These is a rich marble
floor perhaps a portico, found under the fountain room next to the Oval Coenatio Iovis, and
a rich nymphaeum with marble columns and bronze capitals, found during the excavations
under the Coenatio and immediately destroyed. Today a corner of the fountain has been
rebuilt. It was also part of the cryptoportico complex of Nero. From Domus Transitoria are
painted ceilings with mythological scenes; these have been removed and preserved in the
Palatine museum. A very large latrine, wrongly thought to be the machinery chamber of a
hydraulic lift found near this site.
The visit displayed some historic restorations made by Giacomo Boni at the beginning of
the XX century, as part of the reconstruction of the fountain and new forms of integration
in the restoration of the original floor.
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28

OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

Visit to the Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo e
la Documentazione ( ICCD )
Ministero dei Beni e delle Attività Culturali e del Turismo
(MIBACT)

18 NOVEMBER
The visit was organized
and carried out by
Dr. Cinthia Macri, Head of the
Department for Education
and Training ICCD

The Central Institute for Cataloguing and Documentation (ICCD) was founded in 1975 with
the establishment of the Ministry of Cultural and Environmental Heritage - today the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Tourism - and has the task of managing the General Catalogue of the national archaeological, architectural, historical and artistic heritage as well
as the ethno anthropological heritage. It elaborates methods of cataloging and coordinates the operational and the technical activities that in the territory; it coordinates the
campaigns of documentation of cultural heritage; and protects, preserves and promotes
the funds of the National Photographic Cabinet and National Aero Photography Archives.
It also carries out training regarding the cataloging of cultural heritage. The headquarters
is located in the ICCD Monumental complex of San Michele a Ripa Grande, built between
the late seventeenth and the mid-nineteenth century.
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29

OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

The visit was carried out by the
curators Dr. Fabio Benedettucci and
Dr. Marco Pupillo
Dr .Federica Pirani Head, U.O.
Sovrintendenza Capitolina Musei di
Arte Moderna e Contemporanea

Visit to Museo Napoleonico
Sovrintendenza Capitolina ai Beni Culturali
U.O. Musei d’Arte Medievale e Moderna
The Napoleonic Museum of Rome is housed in the ground floor of Palazzo Primoli, near
Piazza Navona, in the heart of the city.
The building was built in the Renaissance and altered several times until the early twentieth century. From the mid-nineteenth century, the Primoli Counts became the owners
of the building. They were related to the Bonaparte family through the marriage of Peter,
Count of Leaf, and Carlotta Bonaparte, was born from the marriage of two grandchildren
of Napoleon, Charles Luciano, son of Lucien Bonaparte, and Zenaide, daughter of Joseph.
The Museum was established in 1927 thanks to the legacies of the two Primoli brothers:
Luigi, who died in 1925, and Joseph, who died in 1927.
The two brothers, who lived in Paris during the reign of Napoleon III, spent a lifetime gathering memorabilia related to the history of the Bonaparte family.
Paintings, sculptures, works of decorative art, drawings, prints, furniture, documents,
books, photographs are the basis of the collections of the Museum, which includes about
15,000 works, 1000 of which are on exhibition
Furnished by preserving the taste of the noble Roman house of the early twentieth century, the halls of the museum tell the story of the members of the Bonaparte family who
were more closely associate with Italy. The artwork interact with everyday objects, by relating a grandiose history- that of the Emperors, heroic deeds and battles - with the small,
petit histoire of characters erased by time, forgotten and unknown to today’s public.
The visit highlighted the history of the collection, the criteria of museum exhibitions and
continued on to Palazzo Braschi in the laboratories for the restoration of paper and
paintings regarding the municipal museums of Rome.
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OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

19 NOVEMBER
24 NOVEMBER
The visit was carried out by
Magg. Luigi Spadari
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Visit to : COMANDO dei CARABINIERI per la TUTELA
dei BENI CULTURALI
Ministero dei Beni e delle Attività Culturali e del Turismo
(MIBACT)
The Carabinieri Headquarters for the Protection of Cultural Heritage, known as the CC TPC,
is a specialized department whose duties cover the security and safeguarding of the national cultural heritage by preventing and suppressing crimes that threaten objects and
places of cultural and natural value. It also functions as an information and analytical pole
in support of other Police Forces. Nationally the Command Centre has a dynamic structure
with an Operations Department (organized into sub-departments: Antiques, Archaeology,
Forgery, and Contemporary Art) whose task is to coordinate operations across the whole
national territory; 12 Offices with regional or inter-regional responsibilities; and 1 Section
based in Syracuse. It uses the same database equipment as the CID, the ‘’databank of illicitly acquired cultural property’’, the largest in the world relating to this sector, which contains information about stolen goods, whether Italian or foreign in provenance.
The CC TPC Headquarters undertakes studies and research with several Universities and
Foundations; it collaborates with foreign police forces and with international organizations for the development of training activities; it participates in areas of crisis in association with peace missions in order to safeguard and protect the cultural heritage of the
Countries concerned; it provides assistance to officials of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage
and Tourism in their activities of census taking, safekeeping and salvaging works of art
in areas hit by disaster. One of the priority areas of intervention is the CC TPC’s prevention work through monitoring commercial practices in the cultural sector and in areas of
archaeological or topographical interest considered to be at risk, as well as safety checks
on museums, libraries and archives. We may include in the same context the campaigns to
raise public awareness, that are created to thoroughly inform the community, and particularly the younger generation, of the problems connected to the preservation of cultural
heritage, highlighting the risks of theft and the importance of once again the works available to public access.
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30

OCTOBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

20 NOVEMBER
24 NOVEMBER

The visit was organized by
Dr. Francesca Martusciello,
responsible for the Archive of
laboratories restoration of Vatican
Museums and carried out by the
managers of the various restoration
laboratories

Visit to VATICANO Laboratories of Restoration
The Vatican Museums, despite the many losses due to wars, destruction and theft, were
progressively formed in subsequent development, with works of art collected by the popes
since the time of the Renaissance.
They are still one of the largest museum complexes in the world.
Various restoration laboratories are annexed to the museums: the laboratory of paintings,
bronzes, marbles, mosaics, tapestries and other materials housed in the museums.
A Diagnostic Laboratory of Conservation and Restoration is serving different areas of conservation and carries out research and experimentation that are an important reference in
the world of conservation
The laboratory for different materials, created with the aim of “Knowing, Storing, Sharing”,
dedicated to the restoration and preservation of the enormous artistic heritage preserved
in the Ethnological Museum of the Vatican Museums.
It employs of seven women restorers specialized in different areas and is one of the most
unique and fascinating restoration laboratories in all of Europe.
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NOVEMBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

23 NOVEMBER
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Visit to DOMUS AUREA
Soprintendenza Speciale per il Colosseo,
il Museo Nazionale Romano e l’area archeologica di Roma
After the firein 64 AD, which destroyed much of the center of Rome, Emperor Nero built a
new residence with walls covered in marble and sometimes decorated with gold and precious stones, justly deserving the name Domus Aurea. It was designed by the architects
Severus and Celer and decorated by the painter Fabullo. The vast complex included vineyards, pastures and woods, an artificial lake and precious ornaments, including a colossal
statue of the emperor in the guise of the sun god.
On the death of Nero his successors tried to erase all traces of the building. The luxurious
halls were stripped of their decorations and sculptures and filled with soil; the Great Baths
of Titus and Trajan were built over it . In the valley below was built the Colosseum. The
sumptuous fresco decorations and stuccoes of the Domus Aurea remained hidden until
the Renaissance.
Some artists, including Pinturicchio, Ghirlandaio, Raphael, Giulio Romano and Giovanni da
Udine, hunted for antiques. Descending from above in what they thought were the caves,
or grottoes, they began to copy the motifs. Thus these decorations were called “grotesque”.
With the rediscovery began the problems of conservation of paintings and stuccoes, which
faded quickly because of the humidity and ended up being forgotten.
Only after the discovery of the frescoes of Pompeii were scholars were interested in the
newer and grotesque motifs from the excavations in Rome. Excavations in the Domus Aurea were resumed in 1772
This most grandiose and yet fragile monument of Rome was closed in 2006 because of the
danger of collapse and structural failure.
The master plan to preserve and reopen this marvel of antiquity - 68 AD - was developed
by the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage, and provides for internal scaffolding to consolidate vaults and wall paintings which so pleased the artists of the Renaissance; externally, there are studies and excavations to organize a new system for the protective cover
which completely redesigned the garden levels of Colle Oppio.
A diary of the construction site, on line, will ‘participate’ in the debate and analysis that
will precede any intervention. This is the first time in the history of archeology that the
restoration work will be reported and discussed.
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NOVEMBER

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

ROMA

The visit was organized by
Dr. Marina Bicchieri

Istituto Centrale per il Restauro
e la Conservazione del Patrimonio Archivistico
e Librario ( ICRPAL )
Ministero dei Beni e delle Attività Culturali e del Turismo
(MIBACT)
The Central Institute for the restoration and preservation of archives and libraries (ICRCPAL) was founded in 2007 by the merger of the Central Institute of Pathology of Books
(ICPL) with the center of photo reproduction, binding and restoration of the State Archives
(CFLR )
This great wealth of knowledge and experience is concentrated today in a single institute,
whose main activity is the research for the knowledge, protection and preservation of archival and library materials belonging to the state and other public entities.
Icrpal carries out restoration, preservation, research and consulting, giving particular attention to prevention, training, international cooperation and to scientific information.
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november

ISTITUTIONAL SESSION

FIRENZE
26 NOVEMBER

The visit was organized by
Dr. Sandra Rossi, responsible
for the Visit Service OPD

Opificio delle Pietre Dure e Laboratori
di Restauro di Firenze
Ministero dei Beni e delle Attività Culturali e del Turismo
(MIBACT)
The Opificio delle Pietre Dure e Laboratori di Restauro di Firenze, began as a national agency in 1975, when two Florentine institutions active in the fields of artistic production and
conservation of works of art were combined. These were the historic and renowned “Opificio delle Pietre Dure”, founded in 1588 as a grand-ducal workshop and transformed into a
restoration centre towards the end of the nineteenth century, and the “Laboratori di Restauro” (restoration laboratories), created in 1932 as part of the Florentine Soprintendenza
and greatly expanded after the 1966 flood.
THE HISTORIC OPIFICIO
The historic Opificio was founded in 1588 by Ferdinando I de’ Medici as a workshop specialised in semiprecious stone inlay called “pietre dure” and was part of the Galleria dei Lavori
(grand-ducal workshops) inside the Uffizi. The Opificio workshop continued its activity
during the Lorraine dynasty (18th–19th century) and created its masterpiece with the decoration of the Chapel of the Princes in the Basilica of San Lorenzo. During its three centuries
of artistic activity, the Opificio workshop also created impressive objects in pietre dure to
furnish the grand-ducal residences or to be presented as gifts to the luminaries of Europe.
This splendid age of artistic production is now presented in the Museum of the Opificio,
located in the historic building on Via degli Alfani.
After the establishment of the Kingdom of Italy and the end of the Tuscan grand duchy,
the Opificio lost its main patron and risked closure in the ensuing crisis. But the long tradition, the technical ability of the craftsmen, and the energy of the new director, Edoardo
Marchionni, revitalised it, expanding its activity into the restoration field.
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THE MODERN OPIFICIO
The modern Opificio responds to the needs of all cultural heritage in the public domain. It
carries out research collaborations, especially in the fields of technical art history and the
study of conservation materials. Institutional partners include national and international
public entities, universities, and research institutes. In some instances, these collaborations
have resulted in the stipulation of conventions establishing common lines of research.
The conservation of cultural heritage takes place across eleven specialised departments,
located in three different sites: the historical building on Via degli Alfani with Settore restauro bronzi e armi antiche (bronze and antique arms department), materiali ceramici e
plastici (Ceramic and plastics department), materiali lapidei (stone department), mosaico
e commesso fiorentino (mosaics and pietre dure department), oreficerie (metal and jewellery department); the Fortezza da Basso with Settore restauro dipinti su tela e tavola
(canvas and panel painting department), cartacei e membranacei (paper and parchment
department, scultura lignee policrome (polychrome wood sculpture department), pitture
murali (wall-painting department), tessili (textile department); the Sala delle Bandiere
in Palazzo Vecchio with Settore restauro arazzi (tapestry department).
The Opificio has two departments working in diagnostic, analyses and research, located
in the Fortezza da Basso: the Laboratorio Scientifico (conservation science department)
and Climatologia e Conservazione preventive (environmental management and preventive conservation department).
It houses one of the three Italian state conservation schools with the title of Scuola di Alta
Formazione e di Studio.
In fourty years of activity of the modern Opificio, hundreds of restoration treatments have
been carried out on some of the most important artworks in the world. Among these: Verrocchio’s Christ and Saint Thomas at Orsanmichele, the Crucifix by Giotto in the church of
Santa Maria Novella, and in the same church, the fresco by Masaccio depicting The Trinity,
the Crucifix by Giotto in the church of Ognissanti, Donatello’s Pulpit at the Prato Cathedral,
The Legend of the True Cross fresco cycle by Piero della Francesca in Arezzo, The Beheading
of Saint John by Caravaggio in Malta, two monumental canvases by Rubens devastated by
the 1993 bomb explosion at the Uffizi, Sansovino’s Madonna and Child from the bell tower
of Saint Mark’s in Venice, Raphael’s Madonna of the Goldfinch in the Uffizi, Ghiberti’s Gate
of Paradise and North Gate from the Florentine Baptistery, the Story of Joseph tapestry
cycle from the Sala dei Duecento in Palazzo Vecchio, Donatello’s Magdalen from the Opera
del Duomo
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Visit to Restauro del Battistero
di San Giovanni in Corte, Pistoia
Soprintendenza Belle Arti e Paesaggio per le province di
Firenze Pistoia e Prato

Visit organized by
prof. Michele Paradiso,
University of Florence, Faculty
of Architecture

The Baptistery of San Giovanni in Corte in Pistoia was built in the first half of the fourteenth century and also a part of the plastic decoration is by Cellino di Nese, an artist who
was worked on the Baptistery of Pisa.

Project and restoration
management:
Arch. Valerio Tesi,
Soprintendenza Belle Arti e
Paesaggio per le province di
Firenze Pistoia e Prato

The valuable Gothic building is covered by white and green marble of Prato, in the tradition
of Pistoia Romanesque, while the octagonal hall presents the structure of brick, due to the
interventions made in the second half of the twentieth century.
As a result of the processes of degradation of stone materials of the Baptistery of Pistoia,
and in particular the brick material inside, a restoration was started that is still ongoing. It
included, as well as restoration of the system of water flow (the gallery of the baptistery),
the realization of a site study of the processes of degradation of stone materials. The project for the diagnostic and operational application has been drawn up in cooperation with
the University of Florence, in order to stop the process of degradation of stone materials,
especially bricks through a series of tests on consolidation.
The work in progress has used architectural surveys with laser scanner, 3D modeling of
parts of the Baptistery and in particular of the sculptural decoration, the subject of restoration.
The findings also allow for the relocation of copies of the statues of saints that adorned
the facade of the terminal cusps
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Project and restoration management:
Dott.ssa Alessandra Griffo
(direttrice del Museo del Giardino
della Villa Medicea di Castello)
Polo Museale Regionale della Toscana
Arch. Valerio Tesi,
Arch. Hosea Scelza
Soprintendenza Belle Arti e Paesaggio
per le province di Firenze
Pistoia e Prato

Visit to VILLA REALE di CASTELLO
Il Restauro della Grotta degli animali,
Giardino della Villa Medici di Castello
Soprintendenza Belle Arti e Paesaggio di Firenze,
Pistoia e Prato
Inside the garden of the Medici villa of Castello, which from 2013 has been part of UNESCO’s “Medici Villas and Gardens in Tuscany” site, is the Cave of Animals, one of the most
significant works of the sixteenth century. The cave was created by Niccolò dei Pericoli,
known as Tribolo, and completed by Giorgio Vasari and Giambologna.
Montaigne, who visited the garden in 1581, was fascinated by the cave and described it in
the memoirs of his trip to Italy.
Tribolo began construction of the Cave of Animals by the mid-sixteenth century and made
the first example of an artificial cave of the Medici patrons. It became the model for those
made later in the Boboli Gardens. It is entirely covered with calcareous sponges, mosaics
of river stones, and shells. It has three large basins with groups of animals made of stones,
and polychrome marble, in relief or in the round, in a perfectly balanced blend of art and
nature, alluding to the three realms of water, land and air.
The access to the cave is through a doorway flanked by two Tuscan columns, of a later period, and is completely covered with limestone concretions, while on the ceiling of the first
chamber and on the arch leading into the second chamber there are colorful mosaics, with
geometric and figurative decorations.
The interior is composed of a main room and a second smaller one, and on each side there
is a fountain made up of a marble basin surmounted by groups of animals carved in different stones.
A complex hydraulic system feeds a series of jets that originate from the animals or lie on
the floor. The jets refreshed the atmosphere from the heat and made the rock shiny and
glittering like an unreal atmosphere
The restoration has found the entire system of hydraulic lines and their connection with
the inside of the cave, and verified that over time the decoration of the cave has been built
or changed in line with changes made to the system of water games.
The restoration was accompanied and supported by a series of investigative and diagnostic tests (relief by laser scanner and 3D modeling of the cave and its hydraulic system,
the physical-chemical characterization of the constituent materials of the structure and
decoration of the cave and analysis of their storage conditions and of the degradation processes, as well as documentary research relating to maintenance of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries).
The plumbing is currently being restored which was preceded by interventions of consolidation of the interior decoration.
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Visit to VILLA MEDICEA LA PETRAIA.
Visit to the laboratories of the DEPARTMENT
of RESTORATION of SCUOLA PROFESSIONALE EDILE
FIRENZE ( SPEF )
FIRENZE diCentro
Europeo del Restauro ( CER )
25 NOVEMBER

The visit at the Villa Medicea
La Petraia was organized
and carried out by
Dr. Alessandra Griffo
(director of
the Museum and Garden
Villa Medicea La Petraia)
Polo Museale
Regionale della Toscana

Arch. Alessandro Alfaioli
Director of the Professional
Construction
School of Florence(SPEF),
Simone Beneforti, Academic
Coordinator restoration
laboratories SPEF/CER

Dr. Leonardo Borgioli,
CTS, Technical
scientific department,
held the lecture
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On the lower floor of the Villa Medici La Petraia are housed the restoration laboratories of
the Professional Construction School of Florence. The school (SPEF) was founded in 1962
by Confindustria Florence with the goal to qualify workers in the construction sector. Over
time, the courses were also opened to foreigners and then routed to other specialties in
the construction sector and in the restoration of cultural heritage, especially in the field of
wood, mural painting and painting on wood and canvas
The School especially aims integration with the education system, starting from an appreciation of the work as the foundation of knowledge, thanks to the use of construction
sites as a methodology and where training and enterprise become one, where the teaching blends with actual work. The visit at the Villa Medicea La Petraia was organized and
carried out by Dr. Alessandra Griffo (director of the Museum and Garden Villa Medicea La
Petraia) Polo Museale Regionale della Toscana. The visit to the laboratories of restoration
was organized and carried out by Arch Alessandro Alfaioli Director of the Professional Construction School of Florence(SPEF), Simone Beneforti, Academic Coordinator restoration
laboratories SPEF/CER.
LECTURE: “Protection and consolidation of architectural surfaces”
Problems and advantages of different classes of products used in the protection of architectural surfaces, from acrylics to siloxanes. New water-based products.
Nanotechnologies for consolidation: comparison of nanolime and nanosilica more commonly used consolidant, ethyl silicate.
Problems related to the growth of microorganisms. The most important biocide molecules
on the market and their properties. Long-term protection. Toxicity and procedures of application. Heat shock treatment.
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The lecture was held by
Professor Grazia Tucci,
GecoLab, University of Florence

University of Florence - Faculty of Architecture
GeCo Lab

New technologies for documentation
and restoration:
Geomatics and digital heritage
GEOMATICS FOR CONSERVATION
In recent times, those disciplines that have always been involved in the creation of documentation projects have had to deal with revolutions brought about by the advent of
electronics first of all, and then digital technology. Now, in the latest development, they
are summed up under the newly diffused neologism of ‘geomatics’. Geomatics includes
the techniques traditionally used to document the territory and the artefacts that persist
there, such as topography, photogrammetry, cartography, plus more recent systems such
as GNSS, scanning systems, remotely sensed imagery from satellites and GIS.
Over recent years, numerous digitalisation projects have been set in motion on both environmental contexts and monumental buildings, sculptures and artefacts of various dimensions. Now the question for the near future is “how can the digital cultural heritage be
used and enhanced?”
“Understanding the physical fabric of a site is an important first step in finding the right
conservation strategy, and documentation is the first step in understanding” (Clark 2007).
This sentence highlights the primary role of documentation and the interdependence between knowledge and conservation strategy: you should know the object surveyed as well
as the risk factors to which it is exposed, in order to plan the conservation works and the
maintenance programmes useful to prevent risks and to avoid facing emergency situations.
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FRATELLI ALINARI
FONDAZIONE per
la Storia della FOTOGRAFiA

25 NOVEMBER

The visit was carried out by
Dr. Emanuela Sesti

The Fratelli Alinari, founded in 1852 in Florence, is the oldest company in the world still
active in the field of photography. The birth of photography and the history of Alinari have
a common course of evolution, as attested to by the assets of 5,000,000 photographs of
properties about history of photography in general in Italy and all over the world from the
nineteenth centrury to today. In September 1998 Fratelli Alinari constituted the “Fratelli
Alinari. Foundation for the History of Photography” (Fratelli Alinari. Fondazione per la storia della Fotografia) whose objectives included the safe-guarding, promotion and valorization of everything in the domain of photography and its history, as well as the figurative
arts in general. Among the responsibilities of the Foundation are those of promoting and
creating exhibition activities as well as managing the Alinari National Museum of Photography and the AIM-Alinari Image Museum in Trieste. The Foundation promotes and diffuses the photographic image in all its forms, including audio-visual and multimedia communication, throughout research, exhibitions, and scientific and editorial publications.
The Foundation has created an important center for photographic restoration, involved
in both the level of operational interventions on the various types of materials inherent
in photographic production, and in that of education and scientific training in the field.
Conventions, workshops and study seminars will be planned annually by the Foundation in
collaboration with the Opificio delle Pietre Dure di Firenze, with the participation of world
specialists in the various areas of the restoration, conservation and safe-guarding of photographic cultural heritage.
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ROMA
Alessandro Bozzetti

SPC s.r.l.
STUDIO
PROGETTAZIONE
E CONTROLLI
Via Marco Polo 37
00154 Roma

THE DOMUS TIBERIANA ON THE PALATINE
INTRODUCTION

The large complex known as Domus Tiberiana is one of the most important on the Palatine
and is made up by a succession of buildings which are badly inter-connected.
Compared with the original configuration (Tiberius), in the period from Domitian to
Hadrian (I -II cent. BC) there have been constant changes and expansions until reaching its
current appearance (the part towards Via Nova) (Figure 1).
The first phase, corresponding to the period of Nero, was characterised by a base comprising
a casting of Roman concrete profiled with blocks of travertine. The phase under Domitian
modified the Neronian scheme: the facade towards the Forum was reconstructed,
completing the new front with a long loggia and transforming the Domus into a sort of
offshoot of the great Palazzo which was built on the hilltop. Finally, Hadrian continued
interventions: large arches were built which passed over the Clivus Victoriae, taking the
front of the Palazzo up to Via Nova, with an architecturally spectacular result.
At a later date, some tabernae were built on this front, probably also with the function of
constituting a kind of buttress to contain the thrust of the wall, which was perhaps was
originally intended to be internal and not a facade (Figure 2).
The foundation ground of the original nucleus consisted of tuff rock, while the foundation
layer towards the Roman Forum (Via Nova) consisted of silt-clay sediments from the
Velabro, the course of which was diverted during construction of the Cloaca Maxima.
The original structures (whose walls have thicknesses between 1.20 and 1.50 m) consisted
of four levels:
1. Via Nova (23 m above sea level)
2. Clivus Victoriae (33 m above sea level, ground floor level)
3. Level 41 m above sea level (first floor)
4. Orti Farnesiani level 51 m above sea level (coverage)
Most of the structures collapsed in ancient times and the remains were covered with soil,
which permitted realisation of the gardens and terraces of the “Orti Farnesiani” on the
upper level.
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INVESTIGATIONS AND INTERVENTIONS CARRIED OUT IN THE PAST

In 1870, major excavations took place at the Roman Forum, and in 1900 the structures were
uncovered: these excavations certainly negatively affected the stability of the structures
facing the Forum.
Around 1891, excavations were carried out in the area close to the Via Nova and on this
occasion the walls of the orthogonal tabernae on Via Nova were restored.
In 1960, the concrete brick floors covering the second level on the Clivus Victoriae were
built, while in 1970 a first system of perpendicular metal tie-rods was put in place Via Nova
to interconnect various detached walls.
From 1985 for a period lasting around 10 years, a series of topographic measurements
was carried. These measurements indicate that there are not only downward vertical
movements (about 0.2-0.4 mm/year) with cyclic behaviour (probably of a seasonal
climatic nature) but also a shift towards the Forum in a north-east direction with maximum
values of 5 mm (1985-95). At the perimeter of the Domus towards the Forum, the surface
layers have been eroded and covered by alluvial silt-clay deposits.
In 2000, the “rigid” tie-rods were replaced by a system of new tie-rods (Diwidag bar type
with diameter of 26 mm), anchored with leaf springs so as to have a deformable bond
such as to maintain the substantially constant forces, independently of (or in any case
little affected by) shifts induced by movements non-stabilised ground, as well as by
thermal effects (Figures 3, 4, 5). A similar technique was applied to support the vaults of
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Palazzo Ducale in Genoa (Chap. ...) and for the vaults of the Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi
(Chap. ...). In this way, it was possible to achieve a contrast against differential movements
produced by soil sliding without, however, purporting to block them, thus avoiding
dangerous concentrations of stresses. This intervention was associated with a monitoring
system able to predict adverse developments and take timely corrective action, such as
adjusting the tension in the chains, etc.
Monitoring provided interesting data and, in particular, showed that the chains, as
designed, undergo moderate cyclic variations due to thermal effects (of the order of 300
kg/sq. cm.). The relative displacements measured at the ends of the chains, which were
slight, show that these do not significantly affect the stress state in the chains due to
“flexible” anchorages made with the system of leaf springs (Figure 6).
The most important lesions in the vast existing crack pattern, in particular those affecting
the separation baffle between the 5th and the 6th spans, result in movement, even if with
modest values.

DIAGNOSIS: STATE OF CONSERVATION, INSTABILITY, DEGRADATION

The state of instability that characterises the area in question can be broadly divided
into two categories: the first concerns the problems affecting the entire structure as a
whole; the second is related to events such as injuries, cracks caused by localised crushing
or degradation of materials, etc. Even if on the one hand these local phenomena do not
prejudice the global safety margin of the structure, on the other hand they reduce durability
and can represent a source of danger for persons.
The signs of instability that are detectable today are difficult to interpret in relation to
historical phases of construction, soil dissimilarities, the effects of excavations that have
followed one another over time, previous reconstruction and reinforcement interventions,
as well as the earthquakes that more than any other event have contributed to collapses
and instability (among the strongest earthquakes, we recall those of 434, 801, 847, 1347
and 1703 which caused major damage to the Colosseum.
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The structures which survived collapses, to which degradation and neglect also contributed,
are affected by diffuse lesions, detachments, misalignments and material degradation.
The front of the Forum is today completely detached from the body behind. Lesions affect
all the transverse walls up to the terrace at the level of the Orti Farnesiani.
Vertical lesions cross the two paved levels of the Domus up to the level of the Orti.
The foundations of the northern part towards the Forum, as noted above, are subject to
worse behaviour than those behind; the presence of silt-clay layers which affect the eastfacing zones more broadly than the west-facing zones, although of discrete mechanical
characteristics, may have contributed to the instability that is detectable today, even
though all the evidence suggests that earthquakes certainly played an essential role in
collapses.
Evaluation of the instability and forms of degradation that have affected the Domus is
briefly described in the following paragraphs.

Spine walls between Clivus Victoriae and Via Nova

The entire area is characterised by a marked crack pattern of complex interpretation, which
has also been the subject of monitoring for some periods (Figures 7).
This crack pattern was already evident from the times of the excavations and demolitions
in the 19th century, at which time some 16th century structures of the Farnese were
removed, in part also close to the structures in question, along the Via Nova.
There are deep lesions of isolated or branched detachment on the orthogonal dividing
spine walls at Clivus Victoriae, which show a tendency to detachment between the fronts
downstream and upstream of the area in question, which are visible both internally and
externally. Such lesions are evident on the bases in Roman concrete of some buttressses
on the front along the Via Nova: in some areas the width is greater at the bottom and
tends to narrow further up.

Vaults of areas between Clivus Victoriae and Via Nova

Even the vaults in concretion on the first level are affected by instability: most of these are
visibly damaged by the fractures affecting the vertical walls (Figure 8).
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The same front displays localised sections of heavily damaged and disaggregated Roman
concrete such as to require the necessary provisional props of pipes and joints (Figure
(Figure 5.8.10).). The party wall between the structures of the Clivus Victoriae and
the tabernae on Via Nova is detached from the structures behind it, and also presents
significant lack of material in the thickness (Figure 10).
The front of the tabernae on Via Nova consists of three levels of walls parallel to the
Via Nova which are disconnected between them. These walls are affected by structural
instability, to which continuous infiltration of rainwater has contributed.

Clivus Victoriae

Along the east-facing paved corridor (Clivus Victoriae), a major lesion can be seen at the
base, which was athe lready visible during the excavation of the ‘70s; lately it has been
brought to light, confirming the disconnection and a related movement of the entire front
overlooking the Via Nova. Some pillars along the Clivus Victoriae show evident signs of
crushing accented by detachment of the curtain from the original core through vertical
lesions (Figure 11). Since the loads are small in relation to the resistant section, the cause is
probably to be sought in the earthquakes or overload corresponding to differential sinking.
On the other hand, some pillars on Clivus Victoriae present failures at the springer of the
arches (Figure 12). The stretch of the east-facing vault is affected by a large crack pattern
and is detached from the south wall.

North-west corner

The corner area between the Via Nova and Via S. Teodoro has wide diagonal lesions that
are probably due to the effect of earthquakes as well as settling of the soil that have
occurred in the area (Figure 13 and Figure 14).

Structures upstream of Clivus Victoriae

The structures upstream of Clivus Victoriae are affected by a conspicuous crack pattern
12
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that seems to confirm the tendency to disconnection of the entire north-west towards the
Via Nova and the Forum: in fact, some lesions affect the orthogonal dividing walls at Clivus
Victoriae and are mostly feedthroughs with a vertical progression, while others affect
arches, vaults and lintels running parallel to the clivus (Figure 15).

STRENGTHENING INTERVENTIONS
General aspects

The interventions can be divided into global concerning the behaviour of the ensemble
and local concerning individual elements. The global interventions essentially concern
instability of the facade, and since it is currently neither necessary nor convenient to
intervene on the foundations, the project is oriented towards recreating a structural
continuity and containment of pressures, in addition to earthquakes. The system of
shackling already in place creates a quite effective anchorage in the various walls parallel
to the facade although it must be extended to structures upstream of Clivus Victoriae. The
chaining must be supplemented by interventions to create a structural solidity between
the various juxtaposed walls (by means of injections, insertion of connecting tie-rods, etc.).
Local interventions essentially concern rebuilding of the vaults in order to raise the paved
level and rearrange the terrace on the Orti Farnesiani, in addition to eliminating the old
concrete brick floors. The coverage vaults on the second level towards Clivus Victoriae
should be reconstructed in accordance with the ancient instructive techniques. Another
intervention concerns the construction of some tabernae which also have the function of
stiffening buttresses.
15

Ongoing interventions1

The first operation under way concerns the compensation of lesions in the spine walls and
vaults, integrating them in correspondence with the failures.
However, the core problem of the current project concerns seismic protection for a building
that is intrinsically vulnerable due to the different quotas of strength of the foundations
and the unevenness of the land involved. Seismic improvement is based on reconstitution
of the walll “box” by compensating for the lesions, giving the walls a tensile strength
by means of the insertion of some enchainments. The mounting system has shown a
substantial stability of the phenomena for which it was planned to replace the existing
chains, anchored to the flexible leaf springs with new enchainments partly inserted inside
the masonry, and therefore not visible. Parallel enchainments have also been inserted to
the front of the Via Nova with a view to creating a behaviour of the whole, eliminating local
phenomena of tilting of the front of the header, not opposed by the vault that originally
was to cover the environment concerned by the ramp. Reorganisation of the “heart” of the
Tiberian Complex also includes reconstruction of the vaults and orientation of the terraces
that cover the Domus complex. The new vaulted structures are in pieces of tuff mixed with
mortar made of natural hydraulic lime of different thicknesses depending on the light
cover.
1
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The interventions are carried out by the Archaeological Superintendence of Rome under the guidance of Arch. M.G. Filetici
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www.elengroup.com

LASER CLEANING OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
Laser ablation is one of the most important irradiation effect which can be induced on optically absorbing materials. Laser cleaning is a particular case of laser ablation where a
specific substrate is uncovered through the removal of undesired layers.
The application of laser cleaning in the conservation of artworks was proposed by J.F.
Asmus and L. Lazzerini since the beginning of seventies through a set of practical tests
carried out in Venice on encrusted stone artefacts: the novel approach, though, did not
overcome the experimental stage for several years mainly because of the technological
limits of the pulsed laser sources available at that time. During the eighties the technological level of the laser devices increased significantly but the costs were still out of scale for
the specific field of application.
Since the second half of the 1980s laser cleaning was widely applied in stone artifacts
restoration in Italy, France, England, Portugal, Austria and other countries, mainly for the
removal of black crusts produced by environmental pollution but also for the removal of
intentional dark layers applied in the past. Laser cleaning was applied massively on restoration of stone reliefs, historical façades, ancient archaeological artworks such as the West
Frieze of the Parthenon and famous Renaissance masterpieces such as Profeta Abacuc,
San Marco and Pulpito by Donatello, panels of the Giotto’s tower of the Florence Cathedral
by Andrea Pisano, San FIlippo and Santi Quattro Coronati by Nanni di Banco, Fonte Gaia
in Siena by Jacopo della Quercia, the capitals of the leaning Tower and of the Cathedral in
Pisa and many others. This extensive application of laser cleaning was accompanied by

Laser cleaning
of marble capitals
of the leaning tower in Pisa
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Laser cleaning
of the Etruscan
statue “Arringatore”

Laser cleaning of the gilded
bronze frieze of
the “gates of Paradise”
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basic studies on the phenomenological characterization of irradiation effects, diagnostic of the material removal
and physical modelling which allowed the definition of operative fluence ranges ensuring discrimination between
encrustation to be removed and the substrate to be preserved.
Laser ablation provides indeed many advantages with respect to mechanical and chemical methods in terms of
gradualness, self-termination, selectivity, environmental impact and safeguard of the so-called “age patina”.
The application of laser cleaning on metals concretely started with the case study of the gilded bronze panels of
the “Gates of Paradise” by Lorenzo Ghiberti of the Baptistery in Florence: a careful optimization of laser parameters
was performed and led to the introduction a Long Q-switching laser system with pulse duration of 100 ns. The
effectiveness and safety of the laser for the cleaning of amalgam gilding, gold laminas, silver and related alloys
were proved during the years thanks to interesting conservation treatments such as, in addition to the alreadymentioned Gates of Paradise, the restoration of the bronzes statues of David by Verrocchio, David and Attys by
Donatello, and the successful cleaning of a Roman Hoard composed by 300 silver alloy coins.
A couple of weeks ago the restoration of the North Door of the Baptistery of Florence came also to an end: the laser

Laser cleaning of Ganymede and
the Eagle – Uffizi Gallery- Florence
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Cleaning of the Loggia della Mercanzia in Siena

was here extensively employed for the removal of black encrustation over the gilded parts. Large bronze sculptures
were also lately laser cleaned such as the Etruscan statue “Arringatore” or the sculptural group “Decollazione del
Battista” by Vincenzo Danti from the Baptistery of Florence. Also some modern copper alloy outdoor sculptures underwent laser treatment such as the Monument to Lord Nelson in Liverpool and the Monument of Queen Victoria
in Southport.
Laser cleaning of ceramics objects is still a challenging problem given the sensitivity of clay materials to laser radiation. Moreover ceramics often show a hard, thick and insoluble earthy encrustations that have a rather high ablation threshold in contract to the ceramic substrate: in this case the self-limiting phenomena does not apply and the
cleaning has to be performed with extreme care.

Laser cleaning of the gilded parts of the
David by Verrocchio - Bargello Museum
– Florence
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Laser cleaning of the North Door of the Baptistery
of Florence – courtesy of Opificio delle Pietre Dure
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MILANO

The Fabbrica del Duomo in Milan
There is a deep and historical relationship among the European koinè (cultural, social,
artistic) and the “Fabbrica” with its beeg Medieval Cathedrals. Masterpieces proverbially
monumental, which overcomed the Centuries and, somehow, are still ongoing.
Several ideas are recalled by focusing for an istant your thoughts on such Masterpieces:
_ The evidence of the common roots linking the European Nations and untimely the im-

Francesco Canali
CANALI ASSOCIATI PARMA

proving awareness of a continental identity, among the others;
_ being the foundation of that culture of maintenance, developed and established along
the Centuries; the competence and attention to conservation; to the improvement such
as to the re-creation; to maintenance; all fundamental instruments for the conservation
and completion of that Cultural Heritages, inherited by the Foundations, hence by them
communities.
_ the huge related implications are: the specific training of craftsmen able to take care of
the Fabbrica; the improvement of the quality of the artworks, over the foreman and the
artist; the monitoring of the structural model of the building; the current use of newest
technologies.
The Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo, established in 1386 by Gian Galeazzo Visconti, have
been taking care, since its foundation, of the huge monument and by now it supervise its
continuous maintenance process with a system based on three worksites:
a) the Candoglia quarry
b) The worksite of Marmisti (marble workers) of Milan
c) The Duomo Worksite

CANDOGLIA’S QUARRY

In 1386, Gian Galeazzo Visconti undertook the challenge of building the huge Cathedral
of milan, with all the local population. The emissaries of the Veneranda Fabbrica carefully
searched all the surrounding areas of Milano till its borders; the Lettere Patetenti, official
assignements by Gian Galeazzo, are still preserved in the Archives of Milan. Finally the emDuomo worksite
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Sculptures of the capitals.
Photo Francesco Castagna ©

issaries found in the saccharoid limestone of Candoglia, the desired material to be used.
From then on, for almost 7 Centuries, all the stones mined from the Candoglia’s quarry
have been used only for the Duomo Cathedral, apart from rare exceptions.

MARMISTI WORKSITE

The big blocks, rough-hewed in the quarry, have been transported to Milan is precise worksite which, during the Centuries, have been moved to a higher distance from the Duomo
till its actual location in via Brunetti, close to the highway ring so easily achievable by the
transportation vehicles. Here the raw blocks are carved to be the precious elements which
decorates the big monument.

DUOMO WORKSITE

The continuous maintenance of the Duomo requires the constant presence of 60 highspecialized craftsman. Due to the nation itself of the stone - by means of its intrinsic characteristics, the plain of the lode, the direct exposition to the atmospheric agents, it is exposed to an inevitable decay.
Duomo Cathedral is daily interested by a specific and deep control which leads to the programmed maintenance of its architectures. It is carried out by high specialised master restorers and with the direct consultancy of the Politecnico, University of Milan.
On November 2013, the Fabbrica made a further important step on its path of valorisation
of its huge historical built heritage and its own traditional over-centuries activity, completely renewing the Museo del Duomo. This important opera absorbed huge economical
and technical resources, gathering the cooperation of historians, restorators and architects;
that’s a clear evidence of the so-called Sistema-Duomo: the connection built over the centuries among the Cathedral, the Fabbrica, the Archives, the excellences of craft work, as a
common language by means of the artistic expression. As a final result, Sculpture is considered an alive manifestation of the Matter and privileged form of expression, as witnessed
by the recent opening to the stimulant temporary exhibition of contemporary artworks.
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The Visconti period.
Photo Vaclav Sedy ©

Borromei’s period.
Photo Francesco Castagna ©

Entrance.
Photo Vaclav Sedy ©

Sforza’s period.
Photo Francesco Castagna ©

The old outfitting
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MONZA
Attilio Navarra
Matteo Enzo Crucco
Giuliana Putativo

Visit to VILLA REALE DI MONZA
The Villa Reale, or Royal Palace, of Monza is a magnificent building complex that boasts
more than two hundred years of history. It was built as a country residence at the end of
the 1700s by order of the Empress Maria Theresa of Austria. The project was assigned to
the renowned architect Giuseppe Piermarini who created a palace in perfect Neoclassical
style. When the palace passed to the House of Savoy in the second half of the 1800s it was
reworked according to the tastes of the times, reaching great splendour under Umberto I.
The Villa Reale was abandoned by the royal family at the beginning of the 1900s, and was
later occupied during the war. Subsequently, the rooms of the palace began to be used for
international exhibitions of art and furnishings. It was around this time that the building
began to fall into a slow decline. It was not until 2000 that plans to restore it finally got
underway.
Thanks to this important restoration work the Villa regained its Royal beauty!

info@italianacostruzionispa.it
www.italianacostruzionispa.it
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BOLOGNA
Legacoop Emilia Romagna is the eldest organisation representing cooperatives in Emilia
Romagna and uniting cooperatives, and their economic subsidiaries, in various sectors.
This Italian region is home to the country’s highest rate of cooperation.
Legacoop Emilia Romagna brings together 1,150 enterprises, representing more than 2.9
million members, 141,000 employees and € 26,4 billion of production value. Legacoop
Emilia Romagna covers the entire region and all economic sectors (industrial, agricultural
and service sectors), is responsible for organising cooperative-based solutions to meet the
needs of their members (producers, workers, consumers, residents, users, retailers), with
a carefully structured network of local and sector-based Legacoop units which work in a
coordinated fashion.
Legacoop Emilia Romagna represents cooperatives in dealing with the authorities, other
business organisations and workers’ trade unions. It supports start-up cooperatives, their
establishment and development, driving toward innovation and internationalisation.
One of the missions of Legacoop Emilia Romagna is to promote the cooperative movement.
The paradigms have changed during our long history and we have always tried to interpret
the changes and to support our movement in that way.
How do we increase the efficiency, productivity and at the same time safeguard the work
of our associated?
_ Offering support, partnership, training, information, assistance and specialised consultancy.
_ Promoting inter-cooperative projects, both sectorial and inter-sectorial.
_ Creating favourable partnerships with public and private entities in Italy and abroad: local governments, universities, research institutions, other entrepreneurial associations.
_ Strengthening networks between co-ops and between co-ops and enterprises.
_ Offering specific financial support through our Cooperative Mutual Fund or other cooperative financial intermediaries.
_ Creating a favourable environment for internationalization and innovation; developing
projects and tools - including financial instrument - that encourage and facilitate the
culture of innovation and internationalization.
The role of the association in Emilia Romagna Region is to facilitate public-private alliance
for the definition of local development programs in which cooperatives are reputable players.
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BOLOGNA
Rossana Gabrielli

RESTORATION PROJECT OF THE DECORATED
SURFACES IN THE PIANO NOBILE OF
PALLAVICINI PALACE, BOLOGNA
1 | INTRODUCTION

The Pallavicini Palace, located in the center of Bologna, is an articulated architectural complex that develops between via dè Coltellini and San Felice. The current architectural configuration is the result of a series of successive operations of edification and modification
both in the structure of the building and in the interior decorations.
On the front of Via San Felice is possible to identify three distinct buildings incorporated in
the current façade by Alessandro Amadesi in 1788. From that date Alessandro Amadesi, in
addition to intervention in façade, make also a series of changes of the interior (including

info@studioleonardo.it
www.studioleonardo.it

also the apartments on Via San Felice) with rich decoration in all the rooms that follow
one another behind the main façade.
The decorations are part of the restructuring plan desired by Count Giuseppe Pallavicini
that, in 1775, became the owner of the building already leased since 1765 by the father
(Fig.1).
The paintings of the vaults are largely inspired by the classicism of Pallavicini who was
in close contact with the most advanced circles of the late European Enlightenment and
influenced by Carlo Bianconi (Fig.2).
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Due to the complexity of the decoration it was necessary to provide a thorough and accurate analysis made through:
1. Photomap and detailed photographic campaign
2. Degradation map of the decorated surface

3. Laboratory analyses on samples for identification of the physical characteristics of
the materials and of the pathologies and causes of degradation.
4. Historical research

5. Stratigraphic analysis of the coatings for the identification of the layers sequence
such as paintings, decorations, plasters, finishes.
6. Restoration samples performed on small portions to test the effectiveness of some
interventions and to verify at this stage how methodology is the most correct.
2 | PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
In the context of the restoration project of some rooms in the piano nobile of Palazzo Pallavicini, was performed an autoptic and stratigraphic analysis campaign functional to define the precise type of coating layers that have characterized the surfaces of the interior
area during time, identifying the materials and techniques used. A particular attention has
been given to the finishing attributable to interventions which led to the creation of the
decorative stucco and painted surfaces of the vaults and walls (Fig.3).
2.1 | THE EXECUTIVE TECHNIQUES
It was also possible to make some observations on the technical execution of the wall
paintings and stucco through: autoptic analysis carries out with reflection and oblique
light, the information derived from the historical research and the data obtained from
laboratory tests carried out on samples taken in the various rooms. These informations are
fundamental for the evaluation of the state of conservation and subsequently to choose
the right restoration method.
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The paintings that decorate the vaults of several rooms seem to be executed mostly “a
secco”, but the good water resistance would suggest “mezzo fresco” or a lime paint; traces of underdrawing would direct towards a mixed technique with frescoes basis and dry
finishing (as indeed seem to confirm the laboratory analysis). The paintings are made on
plaster of lime and sand above which identifies a kind of “scialbo” calcium carbonate and
gypsum based.
The stuccoes are made with mixtures based on gypsum and lime with the addition of
sands for the support layers.
2.2 | STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF COATINGS
The samples of the stratigraphic analyses were performed at the surface of decorative
stucco and painted plaster of the walls both in the decorated rooms that in the south wing
with no decorations.
In the case of Palazzo Pallavicini this methodological approach was particularly useful to
get a significant synthesis about finishes during the various phases of construction and
development: from the interventions before the eighteenth century to the reorganization
and the architectural style of the late 1700s.
The stratigraphic analysis carried out at the surfaces of the decorative stucco and painted
surfaces led to identify three macro-periods (Fig.4) of activity that can be summarized as
follows:
_ Period 1 | XX century: it is currently the layers visible, interpretable as recent maintenance work for the position of the layers in the general stratigraphic sequence and in
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relation to the materials used (it is washable tempera of industrial production).
_ Periodo 2 | late XVIII century (1789-1793): these are the finishing layers correlated to
the interventions that lead to the creation of the decorative stucco and painted decorations of the vaults and walls (dating to the years between 1789 and 1793, as revealed by
the study of the historical documentation).
_ Periodo 3 | before the end of XVIII century: these are finishing fragments of monochromatic dark green and a polychrome decoration in architectural composition identified

on the walls of the south wing of the building. These finishes have been identified immediately below the layers dating to Period 2: the position of the layers in the general
stratigraphic sequence therefore leads to date the third period to an earlier time than
the interventions of 1789-93.
3 | THE ANALYSIS OF CONSERVATION PROBLEMS AND THE DEGRADATION OF THE
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS.

The survey was conducted on all decorated surfaces of rooms object of intervention. In
general it was possible to identify the following main categories of problems (Figg.5-6):
Infiltration problems: related to the stagnation water caused by percolation of rain from
the top, they are mainly correlated to the presence of salts, which have caused the dete-
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rioration of the paint surface and the plaster support. Laboratory analysis have identified the presence of nitrates and sulfates.
Problems related to the painting technique: the realization of large portions painted “a
secco” on a fresco base caused the exfoliation of the paint, this problem is mainly located in “Sala dei Conviti o degli Specchi” where large portion of the paint were made “a
secco” probably to harmonize the different phases of intervention.
4 | RESTORATION PROJECT OF THE DECORATED SURFACES
On the basis of materials typology present in the rooms is possible to identify three areas
of intervention: the paintings of vaults and walls, stuccoes and plaster walls (that preserved the original finishes of the rooms as verify in the stratigraphic analysis performed
directly on the different surfaces).
For the detailed choice of the restoration methodologies (in particular for the consolidation and cleaning phase) were made some samples directly on the surfaces in the different rooms. The datas relating to the objectives of the various tests, the methodology (in
relation to products, equipment and the executive techniques used) and the results were
recorded directly in specific schedule in situ, then digitized and accompanied with photographic documentation (Figg.7-8-9).
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RAVENNA
Elisabetta Pizzari
Anna Claudia Cicognani

info@ediltecnica.com
www.ediltecnica.com

Mercato Coperto of Ravenna:
preliminary diagnostic
and chemical analysis
The restoration of Mercato Coperto external façades fits in interventions of landscape
guardianship finalized to the safeguard and maintenance of the peculiar aspects of the urban landscape. It is also necessary to preserve, retrain and valorize the historical building.
The planned intervention is compatible with the area, producing positive effects on the environmental system and an improvement of the urban quality, the development of public
spaces and, in an indirect way, the retraining of the historical city.
Among the principal causes of the external façades degradations, there is undoubtedly
the water mechanical action and the meteoric running water with the aerosol effect of the
frequent fogs, typical of this geographical area and of the habitat in which the building is
situated. The two phenomena, accented by the freezing cycles during the winter season,
have determined, in the time, a strong degradation of the interstitial fillers of the ashlars,
allowing the water to infiltrate among the parts and to bait the formation of other pathologies of deterioration.
The particular location of the building inside the urban fabric in Ravenna, present the principal façade opened on a public plaza. The other façades are looking towards roads of
average width. This orientation of the building has brought to a differentiation of each
degradation, since the action of the water intensified by the presence of different drafts of
air that skirt the surfaces depending on their orientation.
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Moreover, the conformation of each wall module and the choice of the constituent materials (stone / decorative cement – tile - stone / decorative cement), each one defined by
proper physical and chemical characteristics, has determined the geometry with which the
different degradations are visible today. Such considerations have also confirmed from the
diagnostic investigations effected in situ.
Before the design of the restoration project, it has been performed a careful and detailed
diagnostic analysis, with the aim to individualize the degradations and the vulnerabilities
which can compromise the correct functionality of the building and allow a suitable design
of the restoration project.
The analysis of the façades has underlined the presence of different and characteristic
morphologies of degradation:
- biological patina; strongly superficial deposit; chromatic alteration; black crust; efflorescence; erosions, scaling, traces of ferrous oxidation; fracturing / cracking; encrustation; lack; repainting; anthropogenic degradation (graffiti); loss of the mortar joint
among bricks and ashlars.
After the individualization of the degradations, chemical - physics investigations on five
materials samples withdrawn from the external façades were carried out from Doct. Roberto Mambelli: stone of Istria, black crust, fillers, brick, base of the paraste. On these elements have been effected observations with the stereomicroscopio and electronic microscope, X rays diffraction, analysis SEM - EDS with the electronic microscope and measures
of the low pressure water absorption.
Also the interior elevations have been subject to a stratigraphical investigation with the
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objective to individualize the original cromia, the material typologies and the restitution of the construction processes that have interested walls, ceilings, metallic structures (pillars, capitals, trellis) and metallic window and door frames.
The intervention of restoration contains the characteristics of a conservative intervention: the surfaces object of the intervention have suffered, over time, different processes of degradation. Therefore the choice of the phases and the typologies of intervention, their chronology and the materials that will be used, hold in consideration the
environmental problems which the materials will continue to be submitted to and the
typology of the architectural element, with the purpose to improve its future maintenance
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international projects

NEW TECHNOLOGIES
FOR SEISMIC REINFORCEMENT
AND RIHABILITATION:
PROCEDURES, TECHNIQUES
AND GUIDE LINES
INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS FOR THE SEISMIC REINFORCEMENT
AND PROTECTION OF HISTORICAL BUILDINGS

The main aim of the project is related to the use and development of the most innovative techniques, materials and procedures related to the structural restoration and seismic reinforcement of Cultural Heritage and Historical (listed) buildings,
in a path of cooperation between the professionals, experts
and professors connected to VGM and IPKB and the Italian
experts and professors involved by Assorestauro. A deep confrontation and collaboration between Italian and Turkish expertise, which will lead to the creation of national regulations
or guide lines, internal to VGM and IPKB organizations, and
to define a series of clear technical items on the bases of the
technologies implemented in the project, to be added to the
National Price Lists.
The first steps for beginning a stable cooperation between Italian and Turkish experts and professionals on the specific topic
of structural and seismic reinforcement refers to three main
topics:

01
02
03
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CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP AND VISIT
TO SAIE EXHIBITION IN BOLOGNA
[ 11-16 OCTOBER 2015 ]
TRANSLATION INTO TURKISH OF THE ITALIAN
“GUIDE LINES FOR THE EVALUATION AND REDUCTION OF THE SEISMIC RISK ON CULTURAL
HERITAGE” AND PUBLICATION OF CASE STUDIES OF THE EXCELLENCES OF ITALIAN SEISMIC
REINFORCEMENT
[ DECEMBER 2015 ]
TURKISH CONFERENCE
IN ISTANBUL
[ MARCH 2016 ]
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october

14
14
14
14
15

VIP DELEGATION
09.00-12.00

Visit to
VILLA REALE DI MONZA

monza
october

ITALIANA COSTRUZIONI

october

ITALIANA COSTRUZIONI

TECHNICAL DELEGATION
09.00-12.00

Palazzo Guiccioli
Scientific and
conservative
restoration project

RAVENNA
october

Paolo Cicognani EDILTECNICA
Allen Dudine FIBRENET

TECHNICAL DELEGATION
15.00-17.30

Visit to
VILLA MANZONI

SAN MARINO

MIRANDOLA

VIP DELEGATION
14.30 - 16.30

Palazzo Italia
a great “opera”
at the service of
the community

EXPO

The Villa Reale, or Royal
Palace, of Monza is a
magnificent building compl
ex that boasts more
than two hundred years
of history. It was built
as
a country residence at
the end of the 1700s by
order of the Empress Maria
Theresa of Austria. The
project was assigned to
the renowned architect
Giuseppe Piermarini who
created a palace in perfec
t
Neoclassical style. When
the palace passed to the
House of Savoy in the
second half of the 1800s
it
was reworked according
to the tastes of the times,
reaching great splendour
under Umberto I. The Villa Reale was abandoned
by the royal family at the
beginning of the 1900s
, and was later occup
ied
during the war. Subsequent
ly, the rooms of the palace began to be used
for international exhibi
tions
of art and furnishings. It
was around this time that
the building began to fall
into a slow decline. It was
not until 2000 that plans
to restore it finally got underway. Thanks to this
important restoration work
the Villa regained its Royal
beauty!

The Italian Pavilion, made
by Italiana Costruzioni for the 2015 Universal
Exhibition, hosted by the
city of Milan, is a buildin
g designed as a contai
ner
for multiple activities rangin
g from the service to
the exhibition sector. Conce
ived as a geometrically complex object, the Italian
Pavilion is composed
by Palazzo Italia, a strong
cable suspended over
a
square that sticks to the
ground by means of large
sculptural bases and four
big sticks that Pilar that
mark the Cardo, the transv
erse axis which, togeth
er with the Decumano,
defines the infrastructur
e
distribution designed for
the Expo 2015.
At the end of the Expo
2015, Palazzo Italia will
be
the only building that will
stay at the site - it will be
used for different mean
ings , while the slats of
the
Cardo, despite their attrac
tiveness will probably be
dismissed From that mome
nt Palazzo Italy will become one of the landm
ark of the urban landsc
ape
Milan thus remaining a
great work to the comm
unity.

The architectural projec
t of Palazzo Guiccioli provides a new functi
on of the original building with the addition of
new areas with different
destination use: muse
um and restaurant. These
measures will lead to an
increase of the surfaces
load, and that will be neces
sary to carry out structural enhancement includ
ing: foundation reinforcement; consolidatio
n of bearing masonries;
consolidation of the vaults
(first floor); inserting
steel rods at the level
of the attic (main floor);
remaking of the wood
en floors with insertion
of steel rods (coverage).
Most of historical buildin
gs in Italy are subject
to seismic events that
may cause significant
damages in their walls,
made often with poor
masonries. In the last
years, innovative mater
ials, characterized by
high mechanical streng
th
and durability, have been
developed aimed to
guarantee protection,
conservation and safety
requirements

Villa Manzoni is locate
d in Dogana, just outsid
e
the San Marino Repub
lic.
It represents, overthere,
one of the rare exam
ples of the nineteenthcentury manor house
in
an agricultural area and
its dating is placed between 1800s and 1900s
, although the original
settlement was built
in the late seventeenth
century.
The restoration interv
ention, led by by Archit
ect
Mirco Semprini and perfor
med using Kimia materials, involved, amon
g other interventions:
masonry claddings and
reinforcements with
steel
fibers, reinforcement
rings on columns and
carbon fiber reinforceme
nts of arches, injections
of
hydraulic lime mixture.

Diago Aisa KIMIA

october

chiesa s. FRANCESCO

VILLA MANZONI

PALAZZO GUICCIOLI

ITALIAN Pavilion

VILLA REALE

WORKSHOP
SESSION
internationa
l projects

TECHNICAL DELEGATION
09.00-11.40

Visit to
CHIESA DI S. FRANCESCO

San Francesco Church
in Mirandola , a fine Gothic church which house
d the tombs of the Pico
family (14th century),
had been hardly dama
ged
by the two major earthq
uakes occurred in 2012
in the Emilia-Romagna
region, causing 26 casualties and widespread
damage across the cities
of the area, the surrou
nding countryside.
The visit refers to the
preliminary analyses,
survey of damages, struct
ural survey and the project for securing and
preliminary strengthenin
g
works, finalized to prese
rve the historical parts
survived to the earthq
uake fury.

Annalisa Morelli SOING

MAIN SPONSORS

SPONSOR
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L’AQUILA

PALAZZO ARDINGHELLI
RESTORATION WORKS
IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK
Ardinghelli Palace is located in the heart of the historical center of L’Aquila. The building
is on two main levels; the ground floor is dominated by the presence of passing entrance
hall with the stairs on the left, and by a colonnaded courtyard. The ground floor reveal the

Fausto Dramisino

archeoRes
archeologia e restauro

info@archeores.it
www.archeores.it

various building phases that led to the formation of the edifice; the main floor, at least in
the body facing the square, was completely rebuilt after the earthquake of 1703, with the
creation of large vaulted halls and the insertion of a small chapel surmounted by a dome.
Together with the facade, the courtyard is the element that characterizes the building; its
exedra termination differentiate it from almost all of the buildings in L’Aquila and gives
coherence to the architectural complex. Under the stylistic unity given to the palace by
the eighteenth-century intervention, it’s hidden an intense layering readable through the
structure and character building of the factory.
GENERAL CRITERIA FOR INTERVENTION
The intervention is based on the traditional restoration principles and is aimed to repairing
the damages caused by the earthquake of 6th April 2009, to seismic improvement and
to the re-use of Palace Ardinghelli. The goal of the project is to equip the building with a
structural plant that makes the Palace able to respond effectively to the seismic action.
Moreover is provided the restoration of surfaces and decorations, finishing works and the
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building installations necessary for its future reuse. The earthquake damage were repaired
with traditional techniques, using anyway modern technologies. The damaged masonry
vaults have been repaired and consolidated while the collapsed ones have been rebuilt
with similar technology. The connections between walls have been realized with a systematic shackling at the height of the ceilings. On top of the walls has been realized a bead reinforced masonry, in order to give a better connection between the walls and the elements
of the cover. The improvement of textures masonry has been realized by using the insertion
of artificial diatones. The roofs were reconstructed with wooden warping, substantially
preserving the original plant but regularizing the mesh of the main elements.
_New walls construction
At the rear of the building (in the rooms overlooking Via Garibaldi and Via Ardinghelli) interior walls collapsed and unsafe were rebuilt, shaped and brought up to the level of the roof.
_Closing and reduction of the voids/ Repairation of the lesions
The earthquake damage to the load-bearing walls were repaired using traditional techniques; impairments were eliminated and the quality of the masonry has been improved
locally in function of the specific vulnerabilities detected.
_Improvement of textures masonry: diatones insertion
The improvement of textures masonry has been realized using to the insertion of diatones,
which confer a higher level of meshing means in the thickness and in the plane of the masonry that haven’t sufficient mechanical quality.
The work was carried out with a construction technology that provides the realization of
artificial diatones 3-6 cm thick, inserting a steel bar in a braided polyester and injecting
grout under pressure.
_Substitution of lintels
The project includes different types of interventions on the lintels depending on the type.
Many of these elements have been reinforced with steel beams and brick.
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_Realization of bricks beam
On top of the walls has been realized a beam reinforced masonry, in order to give a better connection between the
walls and the elements of the roof. The beam was made entirely of brick and reinforced with one / two metal rods
placed at the base of it, and sealed with cement grout.
_Recostruction/ Reinforcement of masonry vaults
The masonry vaults damaged have been repaired and consolidated while collapsed - with the exception of the
vaulted brick “in foglio” - have been rebuilt with similar technology
The presence of residual parts, has been preserved as far as possible, making legible portions reconstructed, to
maintain a memory of this earthquake.
The masonry vaults damaged have been repaired and / or rebuilt and reinforced by the application of net and fiber
connectors basalt and grout based on natural hydraulic lime
_Reconstruction of the roofs
The roofs were reconstructed with wooden warping, preserving the original plant but essentially regularizing the
mesh of the main elements. In rooms which overlook Piazza Santa Maria Paganica was preserved the original system using wooden trusses.

HISTORICAL-ARTISTIC INTERVENTIONS

Historical and artistic interventions interest on the building all the decorations present in it: stuccos, stones, plasters, floors, iron works and paintings. The initial historical knowledge of the building was complete by the works of
structural nature that have allowed us to gather broad information about the construction history of the building
and its equipment and techniques used by the workers; news that represent an indispensable bench mark for the
execution of the works of restoration. The project aims at the reconstruction of those devices that are collapsed
(stone: lodge of the court, central window, window Guelph, etc..) and preservation of items damaged and degraded (plaster, stucco, floor, etc.).

_Restoration of the roofs

For fine plaster have been applied restorative procedures that involve the use of materials and methods compatible with the existing and ensuring greater stability of the layers of polychrome and fine. For this purpose, appropriate
analysis were performed for characterization of the plaster. Fine plasters were consolidated by: pre-consolidation;
Grouting of edges; Consolidation of detachments; Integration of the gaps; Cleaning; Protective treatment / Coloring.
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_Restoration of the stone decorative elements
The stone blocks belonging to the element collapsed are identified and cataloged and fitted dry. The missing parts
are restored by the addition of synthetic stone reconstructed by casts. The new portions are secured by metal pins
and also ensure reversibity intervention. The phases of intervention are foreseen: the restoration and cataloging
of the stone elements collapsed; the reconstruction of collapsed elements; depth study of the state of preservation, the mapping of the various types of degradation; cleaning (mechanical scalpels and spatulas, to chemical
compresses and pad with water spray); consolidation with ethyl silicate and Deep injection, the microstuccature
and applying the protective; The fixing of the stone elements of value was carried out with pins, anchors, threaded
rods, perforated strips, etc …
_Restoration of decorative elements in stucco
Some of the stucco elements have been integrated in order to return to work or reading unit to replenish architectural parts and decorative necessary for the conservation of the surrounding surfaces. They were created assays for the composition suitable mortar for coloring and grain size; then it was performed a cast silicone and the
subsequent copy in mortar. The cast of remanufactured parts is positioned, glued and / or pivoted. The parts of
small entity are made of mortar on the machined directly on the spot. Many of the existing elements were restored
through the following steps:

SECURING - CONSOLIDATION OF POSTING AND DAMAGES. INTERVENTION OF CLEANING: They were made: 1.

compresses with cellulose pulp with surfactants or ammonium carbonate to remove surface deposits with the aid

of brushes or soft bristle brushes. 2. the atomization of water to remove deposits of calcium oxalate, soluble salts
of air pollution.

FILLING AND RECONSTRUCTION OF FISSURES: For superficial cracks and parts to rebuild than to resort to the
technique of the cast, have used mortars with binders of a different nature: hydraulic lime, slaked lime, lime. The

formulations were varied and employ aggregates like sand, pozzolan or marble dust. It has paid special care to
treat the surface of the gaps, practicing a diverse selection of colors. The principle, as in the restoration of paintings,
is to make recognizable the intervention.
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L’AQUILA
Cecilia Zampa
Allen During

Project for Building Repairs, Seismic Retrofit
and Conservative Restoration of
Palazzo “Lucentini-Bonanni” sited in L’Aquila
ENGINEERING: DELLI CARPINI VINCENZO (Isernia)
CONTRACTOR: CIFOLELLI EDILIZIA srl (Isernia)
Being the historical residence of Bonanni Family, an well-known noble family of Tuscanian
origin, the palace was built in the sixteenth century and then modified and integrated, also
after the damages occurred after the 1703 earthquake.
Close to Regina Margherita square, the building presents an renaissance architecture characterized by heavy angular buttress with clear evidences to fifteenth century patterns. The
family coat of arms is placed in a corner of high visibility.
The present design includes an architectural ensemble consisting of four structures built in
different times around a central courtyard. Originally, therefore, the Palace consisted of one
main building (block 1) close to which additional buildings were erected during the centu-
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ries, up to the current planimetric configuration.
The building which has been subject to consolidation and seismic retrofitting is shown as
Porzione 1 (Blocco 1, Blocco 2, Blocco 3, Blocco 4) and consists of four blocks, as shown in
the figure n.1 below.
A brief description of the vertical and horizontal structures of Portion 1 of the relevant builtup area is shown below:
_ Foundations: The foundations of Portion 1 of the built-up area make the natural continuation of the masonry in elevation, with a slightly greater thickness.

Fig. 1:
Plan of first floor
of PORTION 1
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_ Masonry: All levels of the building have vertical structures made of unconnected stone
courses, similar to rubble masonry.
_ Ceilings Floors: Brick vaults characterize the ceilings of the basement levels of the whole
building and of the first and second planking of block 1 (blocco 1). The remaining horizontal structures are made of steel beams and bricks and, to a small extent, of concrete
and masonry floors.
_ Roof: The bearing structure of the roof is mainly made of wooden main beams, wooden
counterframe and top planking and tiles. Small portions of the roof feature a concrete
and masonry bearing structure.
DAMAGE FROM THE EARTHQUAKE
The earthquake occurred on 6th April 2009 and the following days caused severe and
widespread damage of various types and grades to both vertical and horizontal structures,
especially in blocks 1 and 2 (corpo 1 and corpo 2). In particular, the front wall facing Piazza
R. Margherita (block 1) shows remarkable detachment and start of tipover.
Less widespread and smaller blemishes affect the walls and floors of block 3.
No blemishes were found in floors or reinforced concrete structures of block 4, which was
built later with a reinforced concrete framework joined to the relevant portion of the builtup area.
DECRIPTION OF INTERVENTIONS
The project of repairs and seismic retrofit included a number of interventions that did not
alter the size in plan and elevation of the pre-earthquake conditions, also considering the
valuable architectural characteristics as stated by the Ministry of Architectural Heritage.
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The interventions were carried out in compliance with general principles of coherence, compatibility and reversibility of materials and techniques, according to the guidelines of Ministry.
To guarantee minimum safety levels, according to the Italian seismic protection standards,
some reinforcements to the vertical and horizontal structures are planned.
For block 1 and 2, the structural works are as follows:
MASONRY WORKS
Consolidation with injections of fluid non-shrinking hydraulic grout fluid in the whole bearing rubble masonry. The method consisted in injecting a binder mix, either pressed or poured,
into the gaps of the wall to be consolidated, so as to restore continuity in case of widespread blemishes. Moreover, to improve strength to the minimum limit required to reach
minimum improvement, the masonry has been reinforced with fiberglass mesh and mortar.
Because of the mechanical resistance, durability, reversibility and compatibility with mortars and original building materials, a reinforcing system, consisting of G.F.R.P. (Glass Fiber
Reinforced Polymer) mesh, connectors and angle elements made of AR (alcalyne Resistant) glassfiber with thermosetting resin, has been used. All masonry reinforcing elements
were produced and supplied by Fibre Net srl. The mesh, size 66x66 mm, has been applied
on both sides of masonry and has been connected through connectors, all made of G.F.R.P.,
in order to guarantee the most suitable and effective cooperation between reinforcement
and masonry structure. An acceptable improvement of mechanical performances (shear
resistance) of the structure has been achieved.
Such technique does not present the typical corrosion problems shown by traditional materials and is suitable to be applied with any type of mortar (i.e. lime mortar), fully in compliance with recommendations and guidelines for historical-artistic buildings.
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The application of G.F.R.P. reinforcements together with lime mortars grants an non rigid,
transpiring plaster very different from the traditional cement mortar and steel mesh systems.
The reinforcement has been applied on all the masonry surface, resulting in an homogeneous and diffused seismic improvement.
Moreover, the following works have been carried out:
_ filling the niches with solid bricks fastened to the masonry with the indenting (cuci-scuci) method;
_ Rebuilding an internally damaged wall with antiseismic bricks.
PLANKING WORKS
All obsolete or worn-out floors have been dismantled and rebuilt with new steel bearing
elements and brick flooring blocks.
The iron and brick floors not rebuilt have been consolidated.
The rebuilding and consolidation of iron floors and flooring blocks have been carried out
with a special care devoted to:
_ Anchoring the steel beams to the masonry with stumps welded to the beams and fastened with bolt anchors to the perimeter masonry;
_ Filling the steel beams with lightweight materials up to their top edge;
_ Preparing a thin concrete screed (maximum 4 cm), reinforced and anchored to the perimeter masonry by means of metallic tie-rods with bolt anchoring.
The brick vaults were reinforced by emptying and re-filling them with lightweight materials.
The wooden roof is bound to be rebuilt. Minor works.
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